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1: Introduction 

In the early 1980 s when the computer was not yet familiar to ordi-

nary people， Taiwanese firms entered the new business as produc-

ers of Monitors and Terminals or as assemblers of fake Apple II 

computers or of IBM栴compatiblemachines. By 1998， the total out-

put of the Taiwanese information technology (IT) industry reached 

about US$ 34 billion and Taiwan became the third largest country 

in the production value of IT hardware， next only to the USA and 

Japan. The Taiwanese IT industry largely consists of personal com-

puters (PCs) and related products， and so， it can be called the PC 

industry・ Taiwanis included也 the“Four Dragons" of East Asia. 

However Taiwan's success in the PC industry is remarkable even 

among these countries. For example， South Korea is highly com-

petitive in the production of capital国 andtechnology-intensive key 

parts/components such as Random Access Memories (RAMs)， Liquid 

Crystal Displays (LCDs) and Cathode-ray Tubes (CRTs). But it is 

far from being a match for Taiwan in the production and design of 

PCs and peripherals， at least up to now. Singapore is also a m司jor

world supplier in the PC industry， but this is largely due to the pro-

duction of Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) and PC systems， both of which 

are undertaken by foreign multinational companies. At a first 

glance， it looks strange that Taiwan which is so dependent on small 

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) out-competes these rivals in 
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a“high-technolo回r"industry. In fact， at least in the early days， the 

production of PCs and peripherals did not necessarily need large in-

itial investment in equipment and technological learning if they 

adopted the IBM architecture and only assembled final products 

without manufacturing necessary parts by themselves. With the 

original equipment manufacture (OEM) mechanism， Taiwanese 

manufacturers have avoided spending huge funds on marketing.1 

Critical to the Taiwanese success story is that the production of 

PCs and peripherals can be dismantled into different production 

stages， with each stage being undertaken by independent firms. In 

addition， PCs and peripherals consist of a huge array of electronic 

parts， each one of which can be obtained from specialised suppliers. 

It is a major advantage of Taiwan that the majority of these sup-

porting firms including parts suppliers and subcontractors as well 

as manufacturers of PCs and peripherals are located within a small 

area in the northern part of Taiwan. This can be recognised as an 

industrial clu日ter，defined as the geographical concentration of en-

terprises which are engaged in the production and related activities 

of a specific product. This facilitates an extensive division of labour 

and cooperation among different units. Under such condition， there 

1 OEM is a specific form of subcoutracting， under which the supplying firms 

make a whole product (and not just one or several出tepsof the production proc-

ess) according to the design specifi巴dby the buyer， with the product being sold 

unde1' the buyer's brand name. Rclying on OEM， local firms are through time 

able to accumulate product design capability a白 wellas p1'oduction skill日.OEM

that reaches this stage is called own-design and manufacture (ODM). Under 

ODM， the local firm carries out some 01' all of the product design， as well as pro-

duction according to specifications supplied by thc buyer. As with OEM， prod-

ucts are sold under the buyer's brand name (regarding Asian NIEs' industrial 

development through the OEM m肘 hanism，see Hobday， 1995 ab， 1997 and Ger目

effi， 1996， 1999). It is said that Taiwanese PC industry advanced into the ODM 

stage around the end of thc 1980 s. 
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is space for SMEs加 attaincompetitiveness if they focus on one spe-

cific sub-product or one (or several) specific production stages， 

through relying on a tho1'ough division of labour and dense net-

works among local supporting firms. 

The recent lite1'ature on industrial development has empha-

sised that the clustering of enterprises contributes to their competi-

tiveness and to the economic growth of their respective regions. Re-

search on developing and newly industrialising countries in particu明

lar has shown that S島'IEs，on the basis of their collective efficiency， 

have been able to overcome growth constrains and reach distant 

markets.2 Probably Taiwan is the most conspicuous success story of 

industrial growth based on cluste1'ing SMEs. Despite the existence 

of huge amount of lite1'ature on the Taiwanese PC 01' IT industry， it 

seems that there are not many detailed studies on the quality of 

inte1'-fi1'm linkages among local PC producers and related actors (es-

pecially， parts suppliers and subcontractors) in the cluster.;' In this 

regard， this paper tries to make some contributions. The main 

ヱInspiredby the literature on Italian and other European industrial c1usters (e. 

g. Piore and Sabel， 1984; Pyke， Becattini and Sengcnberger eds.， 1990; Pyke 

and Sengenberger eds.， 1992; Pyke， 1992， 1994)， there have app()ared a number 

of studies on developing countries' clusters (e.g. Schmitz， 1992， 1995 ab司 Nadvi

and Schmitz， 1994司 Nadvi，1995 ab， 1996; Rabellotti， 1995; Knorringa， 1996). 

“Special Issue: Industrial Clusters in Developing Countries" of World Deuelop-
ment (September 1999) provides recent fruits of such studies (e.g. Bell and Albu， 

1999; Knorringa， 1999; McCormick， 1999; Nadvi， 1999; Rabellotti， 1999; 

Schmitz， 1999; Tewari， 1999) 

:J There are several insightful works on this or related matters. Among these， 

Kawakami (1996， 1998) provides detailed analyses of the system of division of 

labour in the PC industry and the mechanisl11 by which the flexibility and efli-

ciency of production are achieved. 1n addition宅 althoughthey do not necessarily 

focus on the PC industry， there are several notable studies of SME networking 

in Taiwan: for example， Ka (1993)， Shieh (1992日b，19931， Chpfl (1994， 1998)， 

Luo (1997)， Commonwealth Magazine ed. (1993)ー
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tasks of this paper are to: (a) examine the quality of inter-firm 

linkages between PC manufacturers設ndsupporting firms (i.e. parts 

suppliers and subcontractors) in terms of belonging to arm's length 

market relation臼 or inter・幽dependentnetwork-type relations， (b) to 

pay explicit aUention to inter-firm interactions which are connected 

with technological learning and innovation. Through a detailed ex-

amination on these matters， 1 try to shed light on the secret of Tai-

wan's success in the PC industry characterised by rapid technical 

change and large market fluctuation. 

The structure of this paper is a日fullows. In section 2， an over噂

view of the Taiwanese PCιUilwr is provided. Section 3 examines 

the quality of inter-finn linkages between PC manufactm'ers and 

parts suppliers/:日ubcontractors. Section 4 offers a detailed analysis 

of teclmologii.:ul interactiリnsbeLween llH'lfl. Thu summary of the 

main finding~きょlnd eonduding remarks are shown in seetion 5. 

2: An Ov制 'view む TaiwanesePC Cluster 

PC自 consistof a 1むt per勺)hc1'丘ls/component日suchas島10ni-

torsぅ Motherboards，K(ラrboard丹、 HDD仏 FloppyDisk Drive自 (FDDs)，

CD-ROM Mou開設ttnclmwnts，Power Supply Units， and so 

011. Each (lf theseむ(1nbe regarded as a relatively independent sub-

出ector. ln Taiwan， it is t)ornwl that manufacturers focus on each of 

these sub叩 "petorsas specialiぉedsuppliers， although advancing into 

otheγ ，;ub-sectnrs in orc!i，r to diversirv their business has become not 

1'a1'eれncetlw latt' 1990 s. Thぞ ass棺mble1'sof PC systems (including 

Du吊ktopPCs and Notebook PC別 normallypurchase necessary pe-

ripherals/components from specialised suppliers. According ωan 

official statistieul report frotl1 1996ラ 88守(:of the establishment units 

1 TI of man ufadurinぷinthe PC indu詰tryare coneentrated on the north・*

western part of the isiand.' It Is this area that I regard as the“PC 

cl Llster同
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Besides producers of PC systems and peripherals/components， 

specialized suppliers of electronic parts and subcontractors are in司

dispensable actors for establishing a f1exible and low-cost produc-

tion system. The electronic parts industry developed accompanying 

the growth of the conventional electronic industry such as radios， 

TVs and pocket calculators in the 1960 s and 1970 s， and so， the 

rate of local supply of necessary parts was relatively high from the 

start of the PC industry. After the late 1970 s when labour costs in-

creased and production plants for these conventional electronic 

products started to move to lower-cost countries， electronic parts 

producers shifted their principal clients to manufacturers of PCs 

and peripherals (KI 4). The electronic parts sector also has the ten-

dency to cluster， and it overlaps spatially with the PC cluster to a 

substantial extent. For example， the percentage of the number of 
business units of the electronic parts and components industry 10-

cated within the area which 1 regard as the PC cluster reached 

about 77 % of the total business units in this industry in 1996.6 A 

solid supply base of electronic parts/components and geographical 

proximity to input suppliers have been a major advantage in the 

4 Directorate-general of Budget， Accounting and Stati自tics，Executive Yuan， 1998， 

The Report on 1996 lndustry， Commerceαnd Seruice Census Taiwan-Fukien 

Areα， the R.O.C.， Vol. 3 Ma山 facturi噌 Strictlyspeaking， the PC industry ap-

pears in the statistical r巴portunder the designation of “data storage media & 

processing equipment." It incJude日notonly per日onalcomputers and peripherals 
but also other kinds of computers and calculators such as mini-computers， work-
stations and 80 on. But the products oth日rthan PCs and peripherals make up a 

very small portion of the total number， and so， it does not matter if we neglect it. 
" It includes three prefectures (Taipei，日 oyuαnand Hsinchu) and three cities 
(11αipei， Keelung and Hsinchu). 
6 Directorate-general of Budge1JExecutive Yuan， 1998会 1996Report o/，lndustriαl 
and Commerciαl Census T，αlwalトFukienAreα， the R.O.C. Nolume 8目 Mαnufac・

turingJ_ 
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Taiwanese PC industry since the early years. In addition， there are 

some parts which are partly or completely purchased from foreign 

suppliers (mainly from US， Japanese and Korean firms). But even 

when this is so， these foreign suppliers normally have plants or 

branch offices/agents within the cluster area， so enabling Taiwanese 

customers to easily keep in contact with them. 

The well-developed subcontracting system is also considered to 

be one of the sources of Taiwanese competitiveness. The minute di-

vision of labour facilitated by the subcontracting system enabled 10-

cal small firms to make highly productive use of very limited re-

sources and to grow and innovate in the early stage自. In the PC in-

dustry， subcontracting is largely concerned with the production of 

motherboards and other kinds of add-in cards (e.g. graphics cards， 

sound cards， etc.). The production of these electronic circuit boards 

consists of several臼tage白日uchas the insertion of electronic parts on 

a Printed Circuit Board (PCBJ by automatic insertion (AI) machine 

or by hand and solderingフ surfacemount technology (SMT) assem-

bly， testing， repair， packaging and so on. All of these stages of prか

duction can be farmed out， and the amount and types of tasks that 

are farmed out change seasonally 01' depending on business condi-

tions. Accordingly， there are various types of subcontracto1's. Some 

can take charge of a11 of the production stages and some can con-

duct one 01' a few stages. Some are specialised in the p1'ocessing of 

Motherboa1'ds fo1' PCs and some a1'e engaged in the processing of 

other kind白 ofboa1'ds/ca1'ds too. Because of such ci1'cumstances， it is 

di ffi cul t to clarifシthenumbe1' of subcontracting units for each func-

tion or p1'oduct. Acco1'ding to one Taiwanese analyst， the1'e were 

about one hundred subcontracto1's as of 1998 including not only 

these in the processing of Motherboards but al臼oin other kinds of 

cardslboards， among which 1'elatively large ones counted 30~40 (KI 

1). With few exceptions， they were located in the cluster area， espe凶
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cially in Taipei and TIαoyuαn prefectures. Within the area， it takes 

approximately one hour for them to visit one another by a car. 

τ'he subcontracting system in the PC industry developed rap-

idly in the latter half of the 1980 s， when a lot of small-scale firms 

entered into the assembly of PCs and peripherals and replaced 

large firms as the main driving force behind business expansion. 

Many of them specialised in one or several stages of the production 

process， farming out other stages. Some firms relied on subcon-

tracting orders from other local producers. Because， unlike in the 

1990 s when production automation was advancing， in the 1980 s 

the assembly of electronic circuit boards depended largely on man-

ual work， the necessity for subcontracting remained high in order to 

utilise lower labour costs. In this manner， the system of a minute 

division of labour developed. But since 1989 such the system has 

become less popular. There are several reasons for this‘ First， pro-

ducers increased in-house production in order to respond to situa-

tional changes such as stricter quality control CQC) requirements 

企omOEM clients， enlargements in OEM orders， and the shortened 

life span of products. Second， the necessity to rely on the cheap la-

bour of subcontractors decreased because of the introduction of for-

eign labourers and the moving of production plants to lower-cost 

countries (Kawakami， 1998). 

3: An Analysis of the Quality of Inter-firm Linkages 

between PC Manufactures and Supporting Firms 
The task of this section is to examine the features of inter-firm link-

ages between PC manufacturers and supporting firms such as parts 

suppliers and subcontractors. In the first sub幽 section，an analytical 
合ameworkto investigate the quality of linkages is provided. The 

second and third sub-sections examine linkages with parts suppliers 

and linkages with subcontractors respectively by using this frame-

一O
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work. The analysis of this and the following section日 islargely 

based on the information attained from my own fieldwork in Tai-

wan carried out mainly in 1998. Among many sub-sectors， I se-

lected three sub-sectors as case study materials伺 theMotherboard 

(“MB" for日horthereafter)， Monitor and Notebook PC (“NB" for 

short hereafter) subゅsectors-and conducted interviews with more 

than ten firm自分omeach of the日仏7

3.1: Anαlyticαt 介αmework

The presence of a critical mass of local-based， sophisticated (ideally 

internationally competitive) supporting and relating industries is 

one of the critical features of dynamic advanced clusters. Even in 

the global economy. it is indispensable for accelerating innovation 

as well as for lowering transaction costs and enhancing efficiency， to 

have close collaboration between them and downstream firms (Por蜘

ter， 1998). 

ln develυping countries too， rclativoly successful clusters dis回

pJay the improving quality of linkages with supporting firms. Ac-

cording to Schmitz and Nadvi (1999)， who review several recent 

studies on deveJoping countries printed in “Special Issue: Indus尚

trial Clusters in Developing Countries" of World Development (Sepゆ

tember 1999)， through responding to enhancing pressure from the 

. This paper is based on my own DPhil thesis submitted to Sussex University 

(Kishimoto， 2001 a). 1n the thesis， 1 conduet three sub-sector analyses -the 

Motherboard， Monitor. and Notebook PC sub-sectors. For the thesis， 1 con-

ducted total 55 interviews: 17 with Moth巴rboardfirrns (MB 1-17)， 19 with 

Monitor firms (Mo 1-19)， 14 with Notebook PC firms (NB 1-14)， and 5 with key 

informant日 (KI1-5)'AIl ()f tl日間 intervipwswere conducted in cooperation with 

Dr. Luo Jar-Der (A問。ciateProfessor of the Graduate School of Information Soci-

ology. Yuan Z" Univl'l"sity -Zhong-Li， Taiwanl and his assistants (Mr号 Yeh1 

Yοr時I肖昭E宮(-“♂剖Zhuand M陥f心r.H 自削uWei-.J 

a 符 mya 自昨s悶5処istant
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global economy，“Verticα1 coopel・αtionwα:s high and lor increαsing... 

Cか operationwith key suppliers and subcontractors increased on i呂田

sues of quality and delivery and there was more flow of information 

up and down the chain" (Schmitz and Nadvi: 1508). There are a 

variety of experiences in the common trend， of cour日e.For example， 

in a shoemaking cluster in Agra of India， while strong performers 

tended to subcontract more， they had not increased stability in their 

relationship with subcontractors (Kno1'ringa， 1999). In the shoe-

making cluster in the Sinos Valley of B1'azil， coope1'ation with sup-

pliers increased initially but the shoemakers' investment in specific 

suppliers diminished with time， because the prompt delivery of high 

-quality inputs has become mo1'e common (Schmitz， 1999). The 

overall conclusion f1'om the 1'ecent literatu1'e， howeve1'， is that meet-

ing the nm町 qualityand臼peed1'equi1'ements requi1'es m01'e coope1'a-

tion with suppliers and subcontractors. 

This trend can be expressed as one of moving f1'Om arm's-length 

cont1'actual relation (ACR) to obligational contractual relation 

(OCR). ACR and OCR are two ideal types of customer-supplier 1'e-

lationships conceptualised by Sako (1992). In ACR， transactions 

are conducted at arm's length， avoiding undue commitment， with 

neither pa1'ty controlled by the other. OCR is pioneered by Japa-

nese firms， which includes long-term commitment supported by in制

tense communication. In order to establish an analvtical frame-

work to be employed in the following empirical analysis， 1 borrow 

Sako's distinction of ACR and OCR， but modify it as set out in Ta-

ble 1. 

J¥. 
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Table 1: ACR and OCR 

Transactional 

dependence 

Arm's-length contractual I Obligational contractual 
relation (ACR) I relation (OCR) 

仁 Souree: Made by the author based dosely on Sako (1992) and 

lRO partly on Helper (1993)恥
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ACR and OCR have different kinds of advantages. In ACR， re-

lations with suppliers are adversarial， characterised by mistrust， 

misinformation and conflict. But in the situation where the number 

of potential suppliers is large and there is excess capacity in the 

suppliers' industry， purchasers can lower material prices. In OCR， 

purchasers have a limited number of suppliers and they are con帽

nected through extensive channels of communication， which facili-

ta加sopen exchange of information and joint problem-solving ap-

proach to quality improvement and flexible production. Stated sim-

ply， if companies compete mainly on cost for large market shares in 

standardised products， ACR is advantageous. If companies compete 

on quick response to clients， quality and shorter product develop-

ment time， OCR appears superior over ACR. Recently global com-

petition is increasingly won or lost on cost-effective quality and 

shorter product development cycles. To deal with these trends， 

OCR is more advantageous. 

Considering the fact that Taiwanese producers have attained 

substantial success in the PC industry rich with such trends， it is 

expected that linkages between PC producers and supporting firms 

display many of the OCR features. This expectation is examined in 

this section and， regarding technological interactions， in the next 

section. 

8.2: Linkαges withpαrts suppliers 

Taiwanese producers of PCs and peripherals normally purchase all 

the ne田 ssaryparts/components from specialised suppliers. In my 

fieldwork in Taiwan， relations with parts suppliers were surveyed 

systematically for the Monitor and NB sub“sectors. Regarding the 

NB sub-sector， the result of survey is introduced in detail in other 

paper (see Kishimoto， 2001 b). This sub-section examines linkages 

with parts/components suppliers based on our survey on the Moni耐

日」

ノ、
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tor sub停 sector.8

Monitors are composed of a 10t of electronic parts and compo嗣

nents such as CRTs， Flyback Transformers (FBTs)， PCBs， Cases (i.e. 

outer frames)， and various kinds of Integrated Circuits (ICs). Ac-

cording to one respondent， CRTs make up 60~65% of the tota1 ma-

teria1 cost. Other parts account for much smaller portion， for exam-

p1e， Cases account for 4{i{" FBTs 1.5% and PCBs 1ess than 19る(Mo

13). Among these parts， CRTs are the most important. This is not 

only because the percentage of them in the total material cost is 

very largぞ， but also because the function of CRTs largely determines 

the performance of Monito:rお

Because Monitors are a re1atively conventional product and 

Taiwan has a日olidhaekだroundof the production of TV岨setsand 

electronic part札 rno品t can beねじtainedloeally. But the supply 

。fCR.Ts is through 

tial extむnt設ねえ most

会ndKorean companies to a substan-

firm日 had 記alingsvvith foreign suppli-

かI'S-" Eveo s作ラ thesぞ supplier日 al日ohave agents or branch offices in 

tlw c1u話te:ri'1.rea，込nd80， there is no inconvenience for Taiwanese 

customers. 

We conducted Intel'vi円、月 with立 totalof 17 Monitol' produccrs for the question-

naire survey and むondu('も以.1two irトdupthinteれ.Tlew沿 by using open questIons. 

Accol'ding 1:0 whot 1 eon{irmed in the 1i，.ldwork‘there were approximately 10 

major producers r情。f1詰98，wh世 間 comhinedoutput together accounted for more 

than 70守 ()fUw total output of 'I'aiwane~e m日kゃf，.If oue inclucles other minol' 

producers. there were nroul1d 80 Monito!' maker長<. Due to varIous reasons， we 

仁川ldnot gd間 ftieientanswers in 1.IH' questionn日iresUl'vey from several firms. 

But inv仙 ligatingmore than ten sample firms is meaningful because it accounts 

un' a sllbstantial poriiofl 011 he whole Monitor producel'汚

， Thure were approximatdy ten CRT suppliers in 1998. Thuse include CPT and 

Philips ()f T品iwan i出乱。utchcomp日ny，but it日CRTplant is located in 

Taiwan)守 Mat弓uf:o'hito‘ Mitsuhishi，NEC、Hitachi，Toshiba and Sony of Japan， 
Samsung， LG and Orion ()f South Kore且.
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In our questionnaire survey， we examined re1ationships with 

parts suppliers by focusing on fou1' key pa1'ts (CRTs， FBTs， PCBs 

and Cases). The result of our su1'vey is p1'esented he1'e basically fo1-

lowing the fo1'm of Table 1: ACR and OCR. 

Transαctionα1 dependence: Monito1' p1'oducers no1'mally have 

dea1ings with several suppliers of each part， but in many cases the 

main sou1'ce is one 01' two supplie1's. The g1'asp of key pa1'ts is one 

of the crucial factors which decide the busine日目 contest. 'l'his is es-

pecially the case with CRTs. When a shortage develops， it is possi-

ble that mino1' Monito1' produce1's cannot get enough CRTs. Accord-

ing to one 1'espondent， when wo1'ld leading PC companies such as 

IBM and Compaq select OEM partne1's， they tend to p1'efer Monitor 

firms that produce CRTs internally 01' keep a good hold on CRT 

sources. Taiwanese majo1' Monitor make1's keep good relationships 

with CRT supplie1's although most of them do not p1'oduce CRTs by 

themselves (Mo 18)‘ 

Ordering procedure: Personal connections often play an impor-

tant ro1e in many indust1'ial sectors in Taiwan. However， in the PC 

industry， producers basically get acquainted with suppliers through 

firm-to-firm di1'ect contact in the open market自， without depending 

on particula1' info1'mal connections. Smaller firms抑制iblytcnd to 

depend on pe1'sona1 connections. One respondent said that suppli耐

ers we1'e 1argely sought through pe1'sonal connections of the bo白白 In

the ea1'1y yea1's， but after the company grew to a eertain large size， 

the adoption of suppliers was decided according to an institutional-

ised procedure (Mo 3). As fおb泊訂l'a 日1 d必lS別co仰ve悦r宮

selection of suppliers was usually d 仔悦Cαidedacむor‘ ding to 1抗1fair and 

open procedure. If a candidate does not meet the conditions 1'e- I凡|

qui1'ed by a Monitor maker， then regardless of pe1'sonal connections 1出

it cannot not get orders. 

He1'e 1 show an example of the adopting process. According to 
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one respondent (Mo 14)， the adoption of a new part is decided based 

on a specific standardised procedure as the following: (1) the re由

search and development (R&D) staff decide a proper standard and 

material for parts; (2) the purchasing staff select candidate suppli-

ers and get samples from them based on the opinion from the R&D 

department; (3) the R&D staff check the samples; (4) the QC staff 

also test it in terms of quality; (5) finally， the purchasing staff ne-

gotiate with the supplier over prices， the amount of dealings， and 

delivery timing. If there is not any problem， they start dealings in 

earnest (see Figure 1). Several firms expressed this as their proce・

dure. 

Figure 1: Adopting Process of Parts Suppliers 

rR&DI 
Put requcsts on standards/matcrials 

'~"伊山;ha~ingl
Select candidates and gl'l samples 

~， IR&Dl 
~ Test時 m砕s

IQCI 

"" Test quality 
¥町:hasingJ

Negotiate ovcr prices， amount， delivery timing 

Source: Made by the author based on information from Mo 14. 

Projected length of' trading and 問、οblemsolving: In the ques-

tionnaire survey， we asked: “If you feel discontented with your 

suppliers over important issue日 suchas quality， price， deliverγtim-

ing and so on， how do you deal with partnership?" The result is 

shown in Table 2. No 1'e日pondentsaid that they immediately 

stopped the pa1'tnership. Generally speaking， when a serious prob-
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lem occurs， they have a meeting with a supplier to discuss a solu・

tion. It is possible that dealings are stopped if a partner is dishon-

est or problems continue to occur. However， because most suppliers 

are willing to improve， it is rare that a partnership is broken off. 

One respondent said:“Chinese basically prefer to have a long-term 

partnership" (Mo 11). But as Table 2 indicates， the majority of re幽

spondents said that they reduced the amount of dealings with sup-

pliers that caused problems. Monitor producers may carry out peri-

odical evaluations of their suppliers. According to one respondent， 

they make an evaluation of suppliers every three months， and 

change the amount of orders according to their performance. When 

there is a serious problem， the firm gives a supplier a caution and 

the grace period of three months， and then， they cancel working 

with the supplier if it does not show improvement (Mo 6). 

Table 2: Ways of Coping with Serious PI怖いms(Sample: 11) 

Means lmmediately Reducing Giving time to Improving co. No answer 

stopping pal't・dealings make operatively 

nership improvement 

CRT 。 1 。 3 

FBT 。 。 。 2 

PCB 。 。 1 2 

竺se 。 1 。 2 

Source: Author's survey. 
We conducted intel'views with a total of 17 J¥1onitol' pl'oducers f{)l' the ques. 

tionnaire survey. But there are only eleven sample firmぉl'orthis and several 
other questions， because these questions were added halfway. 
'Two respondents gave the answer of “reducing dealings 01'宮ivingtime to 
makむ improvement"to all four parts. In this table， these answers are ro-
garded as“reducing dealings." If thes(' 3rt.' classified into "giving time to make 
improvement，" each part gets two 1110re points in this category. 
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Communicαtion: 1 also enquired:“How often do your staff 

contact the counterparts of suppliers over technological issues such 

as R&D and QC as well as price and time of delivery?" Table 3 dis-

plays the result. Three respondents gave the answer of“Often加

Occasionally" to all four parts. In the table， these answers are 

listed as“Occasionallyプ Ifthese are regarded as“Often，" the score 

of“Often" gets three more points in each kind of parts. Considering 

this， we can say that the majority of sample firms said that they 

kept frequent and multi-channelled communication with suppliers 

of all main parts. Besides periodical meetings， the purchasing and 
QC staff are usually in contact， and the R&D staff need to be in-

volved when a new part is adopted or any technical problems arise 

(Mo 7， Mo 11， Mo 13 and Mo 17). Keeping in constant communica-

tion with partners is also indispensable in order to construct the 

common understanding of the business environment (Mo 5). In ad-

dition， there may be social contact between the top level manage-

ment of each firm. 

Table 3: Frequency of Communication with Suppliers of Each Part 
(Sample: 11) 

Communication Often Occasionally Rare No answer 
一』
CRT 5 5 。 1 

FBT 7 3 1 。
PCB 7 4 。 。
Case 7 4 。 。
Source: Author's survey. 
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Finally， in view of the high offshore production rate in this sub-

sector/O 1 should mention the overseas development of cooperative 

networks with part忍 suppliers. As production sites have been 

moved to foreign countries， mostly Southeast Asia or Mainland 

China， part高 supplierscannot help moving together or establishing 

a plant there in order to reduce production costs and to respond 

quickly to P町 tners'demands. Some Monitor firms do not have 

their own plants in Mainland China， but have contact with suppli-

ers and subcontractors located there (Mo 4， Mo 14). It is worth not-

ing that many of the Taiwanese PC related plants， including Moni-

tor producers， are concentrated in several districts in Mainland 

China， especially on Dongguαn city in Guαngdong province (near 

Hong Kong). Dongguαn has a well-developed base of input suppli-

ers and subcontractors which is the best in Southeast Asia outside 

Taiwan (Mo 3， Mo 4). It is necessary that suppliers have a plant 

within or around the cluster in Taiwan， because most Monitor pro-

ducers conduct R&D in Taiwan. In addition， some of the suppliers 

establish a subsidiary plant in Mainland China and other foreign 

countries following the partner's request. One respondent said that 

about 80% of their suppliers had a plant in Mainland China (Mo 3). 

Another respondent said that the firm made it a requirement for 

suppliers that they have a plant in Taiwan， Mainland China and 

Thailand respectively (Mo 4). It seems normal during their early 

years that Monitor firms requested and encouraged suppliers to es-

tablish offshore plants. However， nowadays this is not necessarily 

the case， because there have already been ten to twenty thousand 

同 Theoffshore production rate of MonitoI'日 reaches55% (of the total production 
value) and 71% (ofthe total number ofproducts) in 1998 (MIC， 2000， 1998 Yeαr-

book of the lnformαtion Technolog'y lndustlッ;MIC， 1998， Retrospectαnd Pros-
pects of the lnformαtion Technolog'y lndustry， 1998・99;both written in Chinese). 

O
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suppliers (it seems to be concerned with the whole PC industry， and 

not limited to the Monitor sub-sector) in Mainland China， and so， it 

is easy to find suitable partners there (Mo 3). Even if Monitor firms 

persuade suppliers to set up an offshore plant， they do not necessar-

ily guarantee enough orders for them. It is normal that they give 

only a tacit promise and allow their suppliers to get orders from 

other Monitor producers in compensation for it (Mo 1， Mo 4). 

0 
JL 

3.3: Linkαges with subcontr，αctors 

The purpose of this sub-sector is to investigate in detail inter-firm 

linkages between producers of PCs/peripherals and subcontractors. 

The importance of the subcontracting system for the prosperity of 

the SME幅 basedPC industry in Taiwan has been pointed out by 

many researchers. For example， Levy and Kuo (1991) say that the 

presence of many subcontractors， as well as traders， facilitates risk-

taking behaviour by providing: “the channels for rapid， incre-

mental expansion of a new busines白 venture，even in the absence of 

heavy investments in plant and equipment" (Levy and Kuo: 367). 

Besides facilitating small駒 scaleentrepreneurial trials by ena-

bling SMEs to save heavy additional investment in production fa・

cilities， subcontracting is indispensable in order to: (a) respond to 

seasonal fluctuations in orders， (b) respond to urgent orders， and (c) 

deal with exceptional situations such as plant removal， the break-

down of own equipment and the production of special products. Ac‘ 

cording to our survey， the majority of sample firms farm out one or 

some of production stages in all three selected sub剖 ctors，and sub-

contracting is more important in the MB sub‘sector than other two 

sub-sectors， because the MB sub-sector is accompanied by a larger 

fluctuation of demand than other two sub“sectors. In the fieldwork， 

a detailed survey on linkages with subcontractors was conducted by 

focusing on the MB sub-sector 

(
附
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The production process for MBs is spread out over many stages 

but can be simplified into several main stages as follows in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Main Production Stages of MBs and Main Types of Sub-

contracting 

Surface mount tecbnology (SMT) 
↓ 

Insertion of parts/Soldering 
↓ 

Testing 
↓ 

Packing/Shipping 
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Source: Made by the author based on an interview with KI 1. 

SMT differs from the insertion of parts and soldering because 

the former enables electronic pa抗日 to adhere directly to the surface 

of PCBs while the latter solders the terminals of electronic parts 

from the reverse side. SMT is considered a more advanced technol-

ogy because it is suitable for fine pitch assembly and can also be 

done on both sides. In MB production， most electronic parts紅 e

loaded by using SMT equipment， but there still are some parts that 

need automatic or hand insertion and soldering. 

According to an analyst of the PC system and MB sub-sectors 

(KI 1)， subcontracting in MB production takes on roughly three 

types， as follows: (1) just doing SMT， (2) SMT + insertion of partsl 

soldering， and (3) SMT + insertion of parts/soldering + testing + 

packing/shipping (see the right明handcolumn of Figure 2). Type 

three is uncommon. One other respondent said that it was possible 

to farm out most of the production stages respectively (MB 16). 

。八
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The features of linkages between担Bproducers and subcontrac-

tors are examined here basically following the form of Table 1: 

ACR and OCR. 

Transactionα1 dependence: MB producers usually keep contact 

with one or seve1'al suhcontracting units in order to cope with sea-

sonal fluctuation in demand. They usually rely on subcontractors 

for about 30% of the total production capacity WigiTimes， 13 Au-

gust 1999)‘ 1n regard to subcontracting units， the types of produc-

tion自tagesthey can undertake and the numbe1' of clients they have 

difle1' among8t 8ubcontractnrs匂 Butit 8eems that partnership is 

usually not exdusive， おuhcontracting units a1'e allowed to 

に)
じ

1'eceive orde1's from two or mo1'e cli巴nt払

Ordering 'fh倍以)rnay be different patte1'ns to the 01'-

de1'ing procedure， to 0れれ respoodent，applicants t1'y to 

make contactsγolunta!、ilv00]γif th校五，1mfirm leaks a rumou1' that 

the MB makf~r 日ubcontl'aetors. Afte1' screening candi同

dates by tl:wiγpap記rs，the staff of production cont1'ol， QC 

and R&D departmonts .i川 andif a candidate firm meets 

the requi1'ed standard話。oquality、outputand delive1'Y timing， the 

fi1'm is adopt吋悶 npartne1'. The 問 lation品ipbetween the bosses 

(01' the heads of 1サatoddopartmentsl of both firms is generally very 

close. But when a subcontracto1' does not meet required standards， 

it cannot b合 adoptedぞvenif there are special connections. After 

sta1'ting deaIin符日ubcontractorswho have special connections may 

1'eceive mo刊 ordersif there is no p1'oblem with quality and delive1'Y 

timing (MB 16). With開設sonaldownturnsヲ日ubcontractorsencoun凶

te1' difficuJties， When a subcontractor also deals with other kinds of 

products， fluctuations are easier to cope with， because the business 

cycles ofのthe1'products are diflel'ent. But if the subcontractor only 

deals with MBs， business cycle fluctuations can have harmful conse-

quences. 1n this easeヲ thereis possibly the tacit promise that in 

内
り

の
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seasonal downturn a contracting unit spares some orders for a sub-

contractor and in prosperous season the subcontractor undertakes 

more jobs from the contracting unit in return (MB 18). Prices are 

renegotiated from time to time. 

Projected length of trading: Length and stability of partner輸

ships differ amongst MB firms. Some large MBIPC firms simply 

quit dealings with subcontractors when they expand their own pro-

duction lines and do not need to rely on subcontractors. Some firms 

prefer to keep long-term relationships and try to make their orders 

as stable as po日sible. Some firms keep contacts with an excessive 

number of subcontractors and allot orders among these in relation 

to the situations. Contractingιunits may give maIn partners prior拘

ity and give orders to other partners only when 1;he main partners 

have enough orders. Generally speaking， there is the tacit agree崎

ment between contractors and日ubcontractorsabout avoiding a sud-

den cancellation of dealings， although it may be accepted that the 

partnership is gradually fading away. If a contracting unit b1'eaks 

its agreement， the reputation of the firm is injured (MB 16， MB 17). 

Problem solvingαnd comrnunication.' Subcontractors usualIy 

keep in close contact with a contracting unit involving both techni-

cal and managerial staff， and if there is any problem on technology 

and/or quality， a meeting is held 01' technieians from the contracting 

unit may be dispatched to as日istimprovement‘If subcontractors 

fail to meet the standard of quality and delivery timing for several 

weeks， they are excluded and forbidden to be a partner agaiロ(MB

14， MB 16). 

In the futu1'e， the room fo1' subcontracting units to survive in 

Taiwan is expected to decrease. There are several reasons for this. 

First， as the profit in MB production has dropped， MB producers try 

to enhance it by internalising previousIy farmed out production 

stages， and so realise scale merit日. Specifically， recently many MB 

、j
J
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/
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firms have started to try to gain OEM orders from leading world 

computer companies. In order to get orders， the production capacity 

must reach a certain large standard. In addition， this tendency is 

spurred by the fact that many MB producers (and PC related firms 

as a whole) start to make preparations for listing shares and must 

have their own production capacity at a certain level within Taiwan 

(MB 18). 

Second， overseas production， especially in Mainland China， has 

become larger and larger in order to cut costs and to expand pro-

duction capacity. It is not rare that a group of subcontracting units 

establish foreign plants aceumpanying the overseas investment of 

contracting units (島1B16). 

Third， MB finns tend to withdraw Subcolltracting orders in or-

der to respolld to stricter QC demand， because QC is conducted bet-

ter whell domJ internal1y. One respondent reported thus: “if a 

quality problem occurs， the cost of repair may become higher than 

the profit of farming it out. Thus， we日ometimesprefer to postpone 

an order 01' quit it rather than expand output too much" (MB 17). 

4: Technological Interactions between PC Manufac-

turers and Supporting Firms 

Clustering may promote the vertical disintegration of production 

processes ba臼edon process and product specialization， which leads 

to an expanding and deepening range of input suppliers， subcon-

tractors and other seI可riceproviders. Each specialised firm is able 

to focus its ener割eson technoloεical and managerial developments 

specific to its activities. This leads to deepening of the technological 

capabi1ities of each finn. 

Learning may also be facilitated by rapid flows of technological 

information， interaction and consultation regarding technical and 

design specificatioJ1 among main producers， input suppliers and 
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subcontractors. These interactions and information flows are more 

easily realised in clusters than among dispersed entities. According 

to Lundvall (1988)， when technology is standardised and 1'easonably 

stable， geographic clustering is not indispensable fo1' info1'mation ex-

change. But when technology is complex and eve1' changing， the 

geographical and cultural p1'oximity and the f1'equency of the inte1'-

action between use1's and developers a1'e crucial. One of the best 

examples of this accele1'ated innovation mechanism is found in the 

Silicon Valley in the USA. Many of the new Silicon Valley com-

puter fi1'ms specialise in a limited numbe1' of co1'e capabilities and 

establish close partnerships with key input suppliers and cont1'act 

manufacturers， th1'ough which they ean introduce complex new 

products rapidly and alter theII令 p1'oductmix continually (Saxenian， 

1994). 

We know from the lite1'ature that clustering fi1Cilitates intera(テ

tions but is no guarantee that it 同kesplace， nor that it is of a kind 

that enhances efficiency and i11l1Ovation‘ In general， in the global 

economyラ itis expected that in successful dynamic clusters， relation-

ships between the main producers and supporting firms display the 

feature of OCR， namely， maintaining clo品ぞ eommunicationand coop-

eration on quality， efficiency and innovation as well as prices. Key 

partners may be involved in new product design and development 

processes， and their relations should be reciprocal being based on 

each speciality. Contrastingl~ヘ În unsuccessful static clusters， it is 

thought that supporting industries have not duveloped well and 

that the quality of goods and services provided by them are often 

below flPcessary standards. Th令irrel;は1011日 withmain producpI's 

have the ACR featureう namely，morp price-driven than quality喧

driven and entailing limited technical coopcration that goe出 beyond

unconscious circumstantial Interactions. 

The analysis of the previous sections shO¥市日 that the well-

。
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developed supporting industry has been an important source of com-

petitiveness for the Taiwanese PC industry and that relationships 

between PC producers and parts suppliers/ subcontractors possess 

many OCR features such as high-trust， long-term commitment， 

voice strategy for problem solving， and frequent contact through 

multiple-channels. This section examines how significant techno-

logical interactions are and to what extent such interactions con-

tribute to learning and innovation. Technological interactions with 

parts suppliers and with subcontractors are investigated in the first 

and second sub-sections respectively. The third sub-section offers 

an analysis of the technological competitiveness of Taiwanese PC 

producers， shedding light on in-house technical effort by individual 

firms too. 

4.1: Technological interactions with pa吋ssuppliers 

In the questionnaire survey，. the importance of various extra-firm 

information sources is examined. 1 focus on knowledge flows into 

PC producers from other actors in connection with new product (or 

new model) design and development. Table 4 shows the result of 

the questionnaire survey. 
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Table 4: Number of Respondents who Regard Each Knowledge 

Source as Very Important for New Product Design and Develop-

ment (except in-house R&D) 

Knowledge sources 

b) Key parts suppliers 10 8 7 I 25 

c) Foreign clients 7 5 

d) Domestic c1ients 2 。
e) Taiwane句erival firms 3 a 

わForeign rival tirms 1 。内 3 

1 () 。

品
目

白
り

。 。 1 1 

Source: Author's survey. 
In our interview. wむ昌sked品 respondentto classif:γthe knowledge SOlll'C心sinto 

four categories: "very important，"“important，" "moder立telyimportant" and 

“not important." A numer丘1in each cell is the number 01' rospondents who 

chose each knowledgeぉourceas a“very important" one. 

MIC = Marl王心tIntel1igence Centre ()f the Institute fbr Infbrmati叩 lndustry 
(III) 

. ITRI = Industrial Technology Resoarch Institut(~ 

。
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Table 4 reveals that key parts suppliers and foreign clients are 

critical as knowledge sources for new product design and develop-

ment， while public and priva総 supportingorganisations (i.e. trade 

associations， public supporting institutions such as the MIC， and 

public research Institutes such as the ITRIJ are lowly rated in this 

field. Anyway， key parts suppliers are the most important source in 

a11 three sub-sectors. This is most prominent in the overwhelming 

influence of the suppliers of Central Processing Units (CPUs) and 

Chipsets in the MB sub-sector." Here 1 introduce the result of our 

survey on this matter. 

MBs consist of various kinds of electronic parts such as CPUs， 

RAMs， Chip間 ts，PCBs， Condensers， Connectors， Resisters， Switches 

and so on. Among these， CPUs and Chipsets have a crucial influ帽

ence on the business trend of the MB sub輸 sector. First， these are 

important because of their large proportion of the entire material 

cost of MBs. Chipsets account for around 30-409もofthe material 

costs (CPUs have no influence on the material costs， because MBs 

are usually shipped without being loaded with CPUs) (KI 1). Sec-

ond， CPUs and Chipsets are very important iri. terms of technology. 

The performanee of MBs (and PCs) is basically determined by CPUs 

and Chipsets. Recently 1110re and more functions have been incor胎

porated into the semieonduetor chips. These key parts are provided 

by a limited number of specialised suppliers (Intel has a predomi-

nant position among them)." It is often said that business trends in 

1¥ CPU is the “brain" of the PC. It accumulat附 thebasic functions of computer日

幽 basicprocessing units， main storages， control storage払 input-outputcontrol 

units and 80 on唱。na semiconductor chip. Chip町eti日akind of Large Scale 1n-

tegration (LSn unit that delivers and translates electronic signaIs between 

CPU日andother components 

12 The share of Intel in the world total supply was about 77% in CPUs and 75~ 

80% in Chipsets in 1998 Wigil'u月四， 7 October 1999， 11戸13March 2000) 
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the MB sub-sector are largely initiated by CPU/Chipset suppliers 

rather than MB producers and end-users. Therefore， the key con-

cern in the MB business is tO respond to CPU and Chipset technol-

ogy upgrading， and to bring a new MB model tO the market as 

quickly as possible and ideally before competitors. Getting techno-

logical information and marketing strategy information about new 

CPUs and Chipsets from Intel as early as possible is crucial in the 

process of new model development. 

Due to the predominant position of Intel in the supply of CPUS/ 

Chipsets， Taiwanese MB (and PC) producers cannot help adopting 

the so-called “おllowIntel" strategy. Traditionally it has been the 

custom in the MB泊dustrγthatevery time Intel develops new prod-

ucts， MB producers have旬 adjusta product lineぺlpaccording to it. 

One respondent said that because MB producers could not change 

the content of these key parts， the R&D of MB firms in reality did 

not involve profound technologies and there was no major difference 

in MB design among producers (MB 11). In addition， CPU/Chipset 

suppliers， like other parts supplier， have intermittently reduced the 

price of products. The production and sales schedule of MB firms 

must be adjusted in relation to this， because it Influences the value 

of parts in stock as well as the price of final products. 

The suppliers of CPUs and Chipsets offer information on new 

technologies to MB producers. Suppliers explain the technical fea-

tures of products and give instruction and recommendation on good 

design. Such technological data were defmitely necess町 yin the R& 

D of MBs， as one respondent reported (MB 11). The following are 

ways of supplying information : 。。
• sending information through Internet automatically to the club 

members (MB 11) ; 

• holding seminars to announce new products or to train MB engi-

(
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neer自(MB11， MB 6， MB 4) ; 

• technology transfer and formaVinformal cooperative R&D with se-

lected MB firms (MB 4). 

The relation between Intel and MB producers is not unilateral 

but rather bilateral. Considering the strength of Taiwan in the 

world MB market，13 it is no wonder that Intel has intended to 

spread its products by making good use of Taiwanese firms. For 

several years Intel has maintained a cooperative relation with sev嗣

eral top Taiwanese MB and PC producers (MB 4). Intel offers these 

partners samples of CPUs an寸Chipsetswhen a trial product is de-

veloped and makes their Taiwanese partners conduct the reliability 

test for it (MB 16)， These selected partners not only receive de嶋

tailed technological information but問 nalso obtain more samples of 

new trial products. For example，開lectedcooperative firms are 

supplied one 01' two hund1'ed悶 mplesbut othe1' mino1' partners are 

given less than ten samples. Because CPUs are burned， damaged 

or lost during testing p1'ocessヲ thisprocess is limited by being allot-

ted fewer samples (MB 4). The partners are classified into three 

categories aecording to thei1' importance for Intel， namely， red， yel-

low and white， which de1'ives from the colour of the cove1' of internal 

technical 1'epo1'ts.“Red cover" is the most detailed and the p1'ompt-

est. “羽Whi比tecりve1'ド"i怜邑 theoppo凶)泌)si幻iはte仏‘

Forme1'ly th双tむ、1'ewas only one 1'ed cover pa1'tne1': ASUS， whi化chi抱s 

the tωop MB make針r愉 ofTa剖iwan. Now there a1'e fおourfi1'ms classified 

口 Forexample， in 1998宅 Tahvane持eMBJPC firms manufactured 84 '10， of the total 

¥Vorld output (もれisexclude自 the portion that the world top ten PC makers pro-

duced by thpl11selves 01' farmed out to contract manufacturers). If you consider 

only clone mnrket日 (namdy，1¥113s soJd to the non..top ten PC producprs)， the 

share fo1' Taiwan reached 95% (lvnc， 1998， Retヲ当troρ附)，~附sψ?伊pe即ct α ndPあro附)蹄》昨S伊'pe舵ctおSoft幼he1.μ'nforト.九-

m町u【日ltがtο F刀ITe臼('切千必hnοo! ο.gy 11日ulr日IsfT"1.998-99)人‘ 
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as red cover firms (MB 4). In industrial sectors with fast techno-

logical and product turnover， the earlier a firm brings a new model 

to market， the more profit it can attain. This is one of the reasons 

why ASUS has reported an extremely high profit margin. 

The important partners are in direct communication with Intel， 

while other less important firms normally get in contact with Intel 

through agents. Recently Intel has begun to try to co皿 optmore 

promising MB firms， due to the dominant position of Intel being 

eroded. But entering into the direct communication circle gives島m
firms disadvantages as well as advantages. As mentioned above， it 

offers advantages such as getting technological support， detailed 

and prompt information on new products and technologies， and the 

plentiful number of samples. But it also has burdens， such as being 

forced to accept more number of products when the product does not 

sell well and causing difficulties in dealing with other CPU/Chipset 

suppliers. On account of this， one red cover firm intentionally 

keeps contact with Intel through an agent. Moreover， the time lag 

in bringing a new model to market between red cover and other mト

nor partners is becoming less and less‘ During the fieldwork， this 

time lag was reduced to one month or les日becausethe life span of a 

MB model itself was becoming shorter and shorter (about half a 

year or less) (KI 1)." 

But such predominant inf1uence of CPU/Chipset suppliers in 

the MB sub-sector is rather exceptional. 1n other sub-sectors， rela-

tionships with suppliers of some key parts are critical but less so. 

I1 One respondent said that this is aIso due to the speed ()f R&D in smalI firms 

being faster than that of Iarge firms. Speed and f1exibility arεthe main com喝

petitive advantages of smaII firms (MB 11). But according to another respon-

dent， it is not the case that the R&D of small firms is spuedier. He argues that 

the competitiveness ()f smaII firms consists in f()cusing on aぉpecificrange of 

product and in advancing into niche markets CKll) 

九
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For examp1e， as mentioned above， CRTs are the most important 

among key parts in the Monitor sub-sector. But the influence of 

CRT supp1iers on the techno1ogica1 trend of the Monitor sub-sector 

is much 1ess prominent. One of the reasons is that CRTs are a ma-

tured product and they involve relatively stable technological 

change. Another reason is that there are more than ten suppliers 

of CRTs in the world and none of them has as much power as Intel 

has in CPUs. 

In the fieldwork， this issue was discussed with several respon幽

dents. Because CRTs arc supplied mainly by .Japanese and Korean 

firms， Taiwanese Monitor ])1'(】ducersmore or less cannot help de-

pending on them regarding teclmologica1 issues (Mo 1). Although 

CRT technology i呂田ubstantialIymatured， some innovations take 

place. Sometimcs CRT suppliers can lead the development trend of 

the Monitor industry (Mo 7). But in comparison with the MB sub-

sector， it seems that CRT supplier日 donot have the kind of over-

whelming ini1uence on the design of Monitors that CUP and Chip-

日etsuppliers have. According to one respondent， users' demands， 

not innovation of key parts suppliers， lead the development traj自由

tory of this industry. CRT suppliers innovate according to market 

demands and the prospect of future trends. Monitor makers can 

simply select an appropriate CRT from the cxisting product line-up 

of suppliers. They mak巴 R&Dfollowing clients' demands， not fol-

lowing CRT innovation (Mo 5). 

ln the NB sub-sector， CPUs and LCDs are especially important 

among key parts. Suppliers of CPU日/Chipsets，especially Intel， 

have considerable influence on the design and development of NBs 

too. But this is diluted， bccause NBs include scveral other impor-

tant parts such as LCDs and HDDs. LCDs are crucial， because 

LCDs account f()r 30~40lfr of the total material costs of NBs. The 

design and development of a new NB modcl is influenced by not 
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only the upgrading of CPUs/Chipsets but also the upgrading of 

other key parts. 

In the questionnaire survey， we examined how significant tech-

nological cooperation between PC producers and key parts suppliers 

was. We asked whether or not there was explicit technological co幽

operation such as cooperative R&D， technology transfer and coop-

erative training of engineers， in connection with partnership with 

CRT suppliers in the Monitor sub-sector and partner油 ipwith LCD 

suppliers in the NB sub-sector. Unexpect必dly，few respondents 

have such kinds of technological cooperation with key pa此ssuppli-

ers， if any， it is not of a substantial nature that is conducive to deep 

innovations of each party. One respondent stated:“it is normal 

that there is not substantial technology transfer except when we are 

in出esame business group or have a strategic alliance agreement" 

(Mo 13). This is the case in relations with suppliers of other key 

pa此stoo. 

In conclusion， despite close communication with key parts sup-

pliers， it seems that there are few technological interactions that 

have a profound influence on the innovation of either party， except 

that technical data and instruction 0佐 redby CPU/Chipset suppli-

ers (especially Intel) are crucial in the design of MBs and NBs. As 

specialisation has progressed， producing parts has become a totally 

different kind of industry 合omproducing the final product of PCs 

and peripherals. As mentioned above， the upgrading of PCs and pe-

ripherals is initiated by the upgrading of key parts to a substantial 

extent， and key p町 tssuppliers are considered the most important 

knowledge source for new product design and development. But it 

seems that technical interactions with suppliers are more concerned 

with routine model changes than with fundamental innovations. 

九
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4.2: Technologicα1 interlαctions with subcontr，αctors 

Technological interactions between PC manufacturers and subcon-

tractors were investigated in detail during the survey of the MB sub 

-sector. Relatively large MB firms may have a specialised team for 

providing technical support to subcontractors. Contracting units 

may request subcontractors to accept a specific production control 

procedure， but generally speaking there is no deep technical inter唱

action except QC (KI1). 8ubcontracting units must meet a certain 

quality standard to survive. For example， one respondent pointed 

out that passing 180 9002 was the minimum condition (MB 15). 

Furthermore， technical assistance is not necessarily provided by 

contracting units for subcontractors. It is not rare in Taiwan that a 

contracting unit which has undertaken only R&D and sales receives 

technical assistance from its subcontractors or purchases their 

plants when the contracting unit advances into the production 

sphere. But， as confirmed by our fieldwork， interaction with sub-

contractors has no importance as a knowledge source for product 

design and development. 

一
九
五
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4.3: Technological competitiveness ofT，αiwanese PC producers 

In the PC industry， technological trends are initiated by key parts 

suppliers rather than by PC manufacturers. AIso， in spite of close 

communication， technological interactions between PC producers 

and parts suppliers are not of a substantial nature except the case 

of CPU/Chipset suppliers. The question to be examined here is 

what the source of technological competitiveness of Taiwanese PC 

manufacturers is. 

According to one Taiwanese analyst of the PC system and MB 

sub田 sectors(KI 1)， the main competitive advantage of Taiwanese 
firms is found in the speed of product design and development， 

flexibility， and low production costs. 8uch kinds of strength coin-
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cide with the key success factors of the middle and down streams of 

the IT industry. It cannot be applicable to upper-stream industrial 

sectors (for example， the semiconductor industη) even among the 

IT industry. 

These kinds of strength are derived from in-house effort of indi岨

vidual PC manufacturers as well as cooperation with supporting 

firms. The remainder of this section examines this issue in detail. 

The speed of product design αnd development: In the PC indus-

try， product innovation mainly means the development of new mod-

els， rather than entirely new products. We investigated the whole 

in-house process from new model design and development to mass 

production in the MB sub-sector. There are many stages but a sim-

plified白肌lreis日hownin Figure 3. 

Figure 3: From Product Design and Development to Mass Produc-

tion ofMBs 
一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一---̂ "-ー一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一つ

Key parts Product.ion dep‘ 

¥ 〆¥
R&D " 

PM (Marketin日) Sp<，c ごち Designι:十二一九 PilotRun Mass Pro 

/ ¥ ./ 
Markets R&D 

Parts purchasing， QC， etc. 

Source: Made by the author based on interviews with KI 1， MB 16 

and MB 17. 

九
The explanation of each stage is the fullowing. First， depending 1m 

on the analysis of new key parts (especially CPUs and Chipsets) 203 

and the market situation， specifications are made. This task is car-

ried out by the product manager (PM -sometimes conducted by the 
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marketing manager) consuiting the R&D staff. In small firms that 

have only the sales department (without the marketing staff and 

PM入thesales staff convey the demand of clients to the R&D staff， 

who then decide on a specitication. Second， based on the specifica-

tion、theR&D staff start design司 firstalone， and afterwards consult-

ing the staff of the production department. Third， pilot runs and 

mass production are mainly taken over by the production depart-

ment keeping in contact with the R&D staff. If a firm farms out 

the entire production process，七heproduction process is transferred 

to a subcontractor (KI 1)ιAccording to another respondent， many 

different MB models may be developed at the same time. The re・

spondent said that they developed several types of MBs on each 

Chipset.'o 羽市むnnew Chipsets or new key parts are put on the 

market，もheystart to dev台lopnew models of MBs. It usually takes 

1ess than. two months fo1' products to be 1'eady for mass production 

(MB 17). 

How do extra-firm actors such as parts suppliers influence this 

process? Key patts suppliers (mainly meaning CPU/Chipset suppli-

ers) may have clo間 contactswith the R&D staff during the design 

stage. EspecialJy， technical data and instruction on new CPUs and 

Chipsets ofおredby suppliers are indispensable in the R&D of MBs 

(MB 11). But according to our survey， except the case of coopera輔

tion between GPU/Chipset suppli訂 sand some selected Taiwanese 

PC producers， it seems that parts supplie1's are not deeply involved 

in new product design and development process. For example， in 

l九 ThenumbE!r of lVIB mod(，ls needed to be designed is largely decided by the 

number of types of CPUs and Chipsets. “The number of MB models = types of 
CPUs;~ types of ChipsetH X MB desi宮n品tandard8X VGNAudio orトboard"(MIC， 

1998、武山ーO.9pectand P!'IJ8p臣官t民 ofthe lnfimnation r，町 hnolo.抑 lndustry1998-99). 

Sm乱ll-scaleMB m註kerscannot乱fiordto develop all the necessary models， be-

eause their technical hum且nresources al'C limited. 
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the Monitor sub白 sector，a firm interviewed by us adopts proper sup-

pliers as potential partners by using a certain procedure similar to 

that of Figure 1， and selects a supplier that offers the cheapest and 

the most compact parts among them each time. A respondent of 

the firm said:“parts suppliers cannot have a voice in development 

process. They just conduct their task according to an agreement" 

(Mo 18). 

Close communication with parts suppliers is certainly one of 

the reasons for short cycles of new model design and development. 

But other reasons are concerned with irトhouseeffort of individual 

PC manufacturers. First， according to one respondent (KI 1)， the 

speed of product design and development is due to the hard work of 

the R&D staff:“Taiwanese engineers work sIxteen hours a day... 

Sixteen hours work by one parson is not equal to eight hours work 

by two people. Such tasks cannot be split into two." In the capabil-

ity of design and development， Taiwanese firm日 arenot necessarily 

superior to major for討 gncompanies such as IBM and Compaq， al繍

though they are superior to Korean producers and other second 

class foreign rivals.lt1 Despite this， foreign leading companies offer 

OEM orders to Taiwanese producers，“because the speed of develop-

ment is faster， which is the result of the fact that Taiwanese endure 

hard日hip." He said: “foreign clients have gradually transferred 

tasks which they do not like to do to Taiwan. In the early years， 

they transferred production， now it includes design too， and logistics 

in the future... Tasks which entail hardship and provide relatively 

low profit margins are transferred to Taiwanア

Second， the in-house product design and development process 

同 Accordingto the analyst， QC and production engineering technologies of Tai-

wanese firms are not especially outstanding， although they are beyond the ordi-

nary standard (KI 1). 
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goes ahead in a parallel and integrated manner， through which 

they can curtail necessaηT time， although the whole p1'ocess is de-

scribed as if it is conducted one stage by one stage in Figure 3. 

This is to say that the core staff of all the othe1' related depart-

ments such as parts purchasing， QC， sales and finance join in the 

meeting and submit requests to the R&D department from each of 

their viewpoints. There a1'e such meetings not only in the R&D 

stage but also in eveηstage of product design to mass production， 

and the staff of the related departments go ahead with their own 

tasks harmoniously (MB 17). This practice is observed in the Moni-

to1' and NB sub-sectors too. 

Flexibiliか・ Besidesrelying on cooperation with subcontractors 

and supplie1's， the intra射firmflexible mobilisation of employees is 

also crucial. Flexibility Is 1'elated to social background， namely， 

that Taiwanese engineers and workers do not mind overtime work 

(KI1). Acco1'ding to a manager of the p1'oduction department f1'om 

a MB firm (MB 16)， thc production process， if necessary， can be firト

ished within a few days， although it needs one 01' two weeks in a 

normal situation. He stated: “if we have urgent o1'ders，… we 

make certain that the necessary parts are carried to the plant in 

the daytime， and it is possible to sta1't the SMT process in the eve-

ning. Of course， all the necessary implements are p1'epa1'ed in aι 

vance. Aftc1' finishing SMT in this evening， the stage of insertion of 

parts and solde1'ing will be done tomorrow. In the tomo1'row evゃ

ning， we wiU begin the testing stage by working ove1'time， then， 

products will be ready fo1' packing and shipping in the day after to-

morrow. The necessa1'y time fo1' the p1'oduction process can be sub-

stantially cut short through such practice." 

The o1'gani悶 tionof fi1'ms is important too. The structure of 

Taiwanese firms is usually flat， and this is said to contribute to 

their quick 1'esponse to market changes. The simplification of the 
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chain of command has become a trend in the IT industry. This or-

ganisational feature of Taiwanese firms is not the result of re-

engineering， but the result of the fact that Taiwanese firms were 

originally small and afterwards， when they grew， they tried to keep 

such a flat structure. 

Low production costs: Taiwan has established an exceptional 

low cost production system. Once this system was set up by Taiwan， 

low profit rates placed an entry barrier to the producers of other 

countries. This low cost production system is based on not only the 

inter-firm minute division of labour and speciaIisation but also intra 

-firm cost reduction effort. Recently， the establishment of plants in 

lower-cost countries (especially， Mainland China) has become an-

other m司jorfactor. 

One respondent told us some examples of cost cutting know-

how. First， they improve design in order to display the same func-

tions with fewer parts. Second， material cost is squeezed. It is cus-

tomary in this industry that most parts suppliers reduce price eveη 

quarter. Third， through improvement in production control， they 

tηto reduce the rate of inferior goods. Fourth， costs can be de-

pressed through increasing the turnover rate of the stock (which 

means decreasing stocks). All the departments of the firm try to 

find the room to eliminate waste (MB 16). According to another rか

spondent， unlike Japanese firms， Taiwanese producers do not ad-

here to“perfect quality and design." He said:“Taiwanese produ仔

ers can supply any level of servic四 followingclient demand …very 

flexibly responding to client demand including design， manufacture 

process， location of manufacture，… if you do not need this function， 

we eliminate it" (Mo 5). 

Finally， 1 introduce the result of our survey on in-house learn陣

ing effort undertaken by individual firms. In all three sub-sectors， 

our survey disclosed that Taiwanese producers (except subcontract-

九
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ing units) had normally established specialised departments for R& 

D and their activities were taken very seriously. Without substarト

tial in-house R&D effort， knowledge flows from other firms and irト

stitutions are meaningless. The ceaseless upgrading of technology 

and the short life span of product models peculiar to the PC indus-

try make it impossible for producers to survive by depending only 

on price cutting or on imitation and follow-up innovation. 

Besides product innovation by the R&D staff， other technical 

staff who are in charge of engineering， manufacturing and QC may 

conduct incremental process Innovation. According to our observa-

tion in the fieldwork， although there seems no deep innovation such 

as inventing complex equipment and unique production control 

technique， Taiwane白ePC firms make much of improving production 

skills. This can be understood by the fact that all the sample五rms

established the specialised production control and QC departments. 

But there are not major differences in equipment and production 

line自 amongthe main Taiwanese PC firms. This is because the pro-

duction process has already been standardised in most sub-sectors 

and equipment is purchased仕oma limited number of suppliers. 

Conventional machines can be obtained from local suppliers， while 

precise equipment such as SMT is usually bought 企omforeign com-

panies (especially， Japanese suppliers such as Fuji， Panasonic and 

Sanyo). There do not seem to be technology transfer and techno-

logical cooperation between PC producers and machine vendors be-

yond standardised after-sales services such as teaching operational 

use， offering training session日 andrepair/adjustment services. 

These machines are so complicated and include so many functions 

that user firms cannot (and do not need to) improve them， except 

for peripheral adjustm飴nts.

Despite a日ubstantiallearning effort， it is the case that Taiwan-

ese p1'oduce1's stil1 need make 111uch 11101'e efおrtto catch up with the 
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technological level of world leader firms. On average， the R&D ex-

penditure of Taiwanese information technology and electronics com-

panies accounts for only 3% or less of total sales (DigiTimes， 23 De-

cember 1999). As far as 1 heard in the fieldwork， the R&D of the 

hardware of PCs and peripherals (excluding key parts) was mostly 

carried out within Taiwan without relying on connections with ex-

ternal advanced regions such as the Silicon Valley in the USA. But 

the R&D of Taiwanese firms tends to concentrate on the improve-

ment of existing products and technologies directly connected with 

commercialisation. One respondent said: “in this industry， we 

often jokingly say that Taiwanese R&D means‘Read and Dupli-

cate' "(NB 14). This is partly because SMEs have been the main 

driving force of economic development in Taiwan. Recently， how-

ever， as large-scale companies have emerged and the importance of 

scale merits has been emphasised in Taiwan， financial capacity has 

become less of a bottleneck. Another reason is of cultural nature. 

One respondent said :“Taiwanese firms are seized with insularism. 

They pay attention to the prospects for only three years... ln con胴

trast， major foreign companies have a company strategy for fifty 

years. They consider what status their companies will reach after 

fifty years and invest in R&D from a long-term viewpoint" (Mo 1). 

According to the same respondent， the negative effect of such a 

short-term perspective appe町田 in the weakness of Taiwan in spe-

cific industries that need a huge and longstanding investment such 

as the precision machinery industry and the materials and the opti-

cal sciences. In the electronics industry， Taiwan has turned in rela-

tively poor performances in products such as Printers and Fax ma-

chines， where precision machinery technology plays a crucial role. 

The respondent also said that it would take 30 years for Taiwan to 

catch up with Japan and the USA in these industries (Mo 1). 

八
八
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5: Conclusion 

As mentioned above， 1 selected Motherboard， Monitor and Notebook 

PC sub-sectors as case study materials in the fieldwork. There are 

some differences in linkages between PC producers and supporting 

firms among the three sub圃sectors. For example， in the MB and 

Monitor sub-sectors， the rate of locally purchased parts is relatively 

high. In contrast， in the NB sector， many key parts such as FDDs， 

HDDs， CD-ROM Drives， Batteries are supplied largely by foreign 

companies. In addition， in the MB sub-sector， subcontracting plays 
an important part in order to cope with seasonal market fluctuation， 

although the importance of this is decreasing. But in the Monitor 

and NB sub-sectors， while many of sample firms utilise subcontract-

ing， this seems less important than in MB production.17 Despite 

these differences， we can find very similar tendencies in transaction 

relations with suppo此ingfirms among the three sub-sectors. That 

is to say that linkages with suppliers/subcontractors have many fea-

tures of OCR. 

The main findings of the previous sections are shown in Table 5. 

Relations with part日supplierswere surveyed systematically for the 

Monitor and NB sub-sectors， while relations with subcontractors 

"1 Subcontracting in the Monitor sub-sector seems to be much less important 

than in the MB sub-sector. Ther芭 areseveral reason日. First， the life span of a 

product model in the Monitor industry is longer and the business environment 

is more stable than in the MB sub-sector， Second， recently Monitor producers 

have rapidly enhanced production capacity， with this tending to exωed demand. 

In the NB sub-sector too，自ubcontractingplays a limited role. The production of 

NBs includes a lot of very precise processing and is less standardised. Therefore 

it is relatively difficult to divide the production process and farm out some 

stages. Moreover， because the NB design is less standardised and includes more 
firm-specific technologies， NB makers prefer making it internally. They may 

farm out only a few routine stages in the assembly of motherboards or the pro嗣

duction of small accessory cards. 
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were mainly investigated for the MB sub-sector， Casual evidence， 

however， suggests that there are no major differences among the 

three sub-sectors in the quality of linkages with both suppliers and 

subcontractors， 

Table 5: Relations with Parts Suppliers/Subcontractors in the Tai-

wanese PC Cluster (in the late 1990 s) 
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Communication 

T田 hnical
interactions 

They keep s1ulti-channelled， 
仕equentcommullication illvolv-
illg llot only the pu四 hasingl
sales sta釘 buta180 R&D， QC， 
and top management_ There 
are routine cont田 tsand rene-
gotiations over price， quality 
and delivery timing， a8 well as 
socialising. 

Key pa此ssupplie四 arecritica1 
as a know1edge source for prod-
uct design and development. 
But there 8CemS 1ittle substan-
tial tcchnical cooperation and 
technology transfer with suppli-
ers except that technical data 
and instructions offered by 
CPU!Chipset suppliers are in-
dispensable in the design of 
MBs alldNBs. 

Source: Author's survey_ 
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Producers may provide techni-
cal supportωsub叩 ntractors.
But generally speaking， there 
seemsωbe no deep technical 
interaction except regarding QC. 
Most subcontractors as well as 
producers possess at least one 
of the 180 certifications. 8ub-
contractors have no influell田

as a knowledge source for prod-
uct de.田gnand development. 

Some supplementary comments are to be made， as follows. 

First， recently communication with parts suppliers has become 
more and more close. Having a good hold on parts becomes one of 

the factors which decide business competition. In addition， keeping 

proper stocks of necessary parts and efficient inventory control are 

crucial factors for good performance. Parts' technologies are also 

rapidly upgrading， and their prices fluctuate ac氾ordingto the sup-

pliers' strategy and the condition of supply and demand. If the 

stock of parts is too large， it runs the risk of larger inventory con-

troI costs and of reducing the value of stocks due to a sudden drop 

in the price of parts. If the stock is too smaIl， it may result in fail-

ure加 assimilateorders from OEM clients which exceed the original 

forecast， thus， causing Iosses to clients. According to an article in 

DigiTimes， as build-to‘order (BTO) has become a business standard， 

major foreign OEM clients such as IBM and Compaq have recentIy 

started to request that their Taiwanese partners establish the elec-
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tronic supply chain management CSCM) system. Consequently， Tai-

wanese major PC producers recommend that their suppliers intro-

duce enterprise resource planning (ERP) and electronic data inter-

change (EDI) as a precondition for establishing the computerised 

SCM system (DigiTimes， 27 August 1999). 

Second， despite close communication with key parts suppliers， 

it seems that there is little technology transfer and cooperative R& 

D that have profound influence on the innovation of either party， 

except partnership between Intel and selected Taiwanese MBIPC 

producers. The main technological competitiveness of Taiwanese 

firms is found in the speed of product design and development， 

flexibility， and low production costs. These advantages can be at-

tributed to intra-firm effort as well as cooperative linkages with 

supporting firms. 

As mentioned， Taiwanese PC producers have normally pur-

chased all the necessary parts from specialised日uppliers，and some 

key parts have been entirely or largely supplied by foreign compa-

nies. 1 asked a Taiwanese analyst of the PC industry whether or 

not this become potential weakness in technological and other fields 

in comparison with Japanese PC/electronic companies which pro-

duce key parts in加rnally.JR According to the respondent (KI 1)， it 

depends on the situation. The Taiwanese manner is more flexible， 

although trouble may occur when the shortage of parts supply de-

velops. Although purchasing key parts from extraイirmsources 

leads to a rise in production costs， this can be compensated by off-

shore production in lower-cost countries. But the respondent also 

said that Japanese companies were advantageous in the develop-
八
問
(
加

W For example， Toshiba can produce many (but not all) of the key parts for NBs 

such as HDDs， CD-ROM Drives， Memories， LCDs and 80 on. But recently 

Toshiba has started to make several sections independent companies and to in-

troduce the self-白upportingsystem (DigiTimes. 28 May 1999) 
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ment of novel products: “One of the reason why the product of 

Toshiba is such advanced is that the company can use many new 

parts specially developed internally" before these parts are mass阿

produced and sold to other PC companies. 

Third， the decreasing importance of subcontracting has become 

obvious after the peak in the mid-1990 s， when offshore production 

in Mainland China started to grow rapidly. Around 1992-1993， 

OEM orders from major foreign clients began to surge into Taiwan 

and their stricter requirements on QC accelerated the decline of 

subcontracting. But subcontracting has not simply decreased its 

importance since that time. Subcontracting expanded rapidly in the 

first half of the 1990 s and went into decline after its peak of the 

mid酬 1990s. Although 1 could not obtain data for each sub-sector on 

this matter， the information collected shows roughly the same ten-

dency. One respondent from a Monitor firm reported :“in regard to 

the rise of subcontracting in the mid司 1990s， this occu町 edbecause 

the m只jorityof producers had not yet moved production to Main-

land China in earnest and market demand increased rapidly at that 

time. But in 1996-1997， offshore production gradually rose， and so 

subcontracting declined" (Mo 19). 

Finally， 1 should mention several issues to be explored from 

now on. First， future research needs more comparative work， bか

cause most existing empirical research focuses on case studies of in-

dividual clusters. There are three promising types of comparison : 

(a) between clusters and other types of production organisations， (b) 

between successful and non-successful clusters in the same indus-

trial sector， and (c) between clusters belonging to different indus-

trial sectors.I') Second， future research should examine how inter-

t9 Regarding the last type of comparison， Luo and Yeh (1999) provide an initial 

resea民 h.According to them， there are some conspicuous differences in linkages 
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fi1'm linkages with supporting firms change thei1' features from ACR 

to OCR. This is needed because， in most cases， firms are faced with 

the task of transforming existing relationships rather than commit剛

ting themselves to a new model ()f relationships. Under the pres-

sure from the global economy， many regions cannot avoid some 

kinds of transformations regardless of developed 01' developing 

countries. 

List of AbbrevIations : 

ACR armみlengthcontractual relation 

AI automatic insertion 

BTO build-to-order 

CPU central processing unit 

CRT cathode-rav tube 

EDI electronic data interchange 

ERP enterprise resource planning 

with suppliers and subcontractorぉ betweenhigh叩technologyindustrieおおuchas 

the PC industry and traditional indl1Rtrie戸怜ucha8 the garment industry. Fol' 

example， in the PC industry， the proeess of starting a partnership is primarily 

managed on an in日titutionalisedprocedure of examining a candidate by objec闇

tive standards such as quality、lead-timeas well as price. The p品rtnershipis 

b日間dOll the trust gem'rated by rational calculation and repeatcd tran日aetions

1n the garment industry， personal connections play a more important 1'ole. The 

partnership i綜 basedon the trustιenerated by 80cinl and geographical ties. 1n 

addition， in the PC industry. the all10unt of orders to旧lppliersnormally 

changes according to their perfilrmance. which is periodically ev込luatedぜ But

once a supplier is adopted as a partner， the relationship is usually maintained 

fo1' the long term. Even when dealings are sllspended due to the unsatiはactoIγ

performance of乳 supplie1'， the partner自hipis maint日ineduntil a new opportu司

nityarises. In contrast， in the garment industry， a partlwJ'ship iぉl!suallyvery 

close and managed on a long-term basis. But once dealingぉarediscontinued， 

the partnership also teγminates. 

JI.. 
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FBT flyback transformer 

FDD floppy disk drive 

HDD hard disk drive 

1C integrated circuit 

III Institute for Information Industry 

1SO International Organization for Standardization 

IT information technology 

ITRI Industrial Technology Research Institute 

KI key informant 

LCD liquid crystal display 

MB motherboard 

MIC Market Intelligence Centre (of III) 

Mo Monitor 

NB Notebook PC 

N1Es newly industrialising economies 

OCR obligationaI contractual relation 

ODM own-design and manufacture 

OEM original equipment manufacture 

PC personal computer 

PCB printed circuit board 

PM product manager 

QC quality control 

R&D research & development 

RAM random access memory 

R.O.C. Republic of China 

SCM supply chain management 

SMEs small and medium-sized enterprises 

SMT surface mount technology 

TFT町LCD thin film transistor-LCD 
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